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DIRECT MULTIPLICATION OF FINITE ALGEBRAS DOES NOT PRESERVE FINITE EQUATIONAL BASES: TWO EXAMPLES AND A GENERAL STATEMENT
It is known [1] that the intersection of two finitely based equational theories needn't be finitely based. In other words, the direct product of two algebras having each a finite equational basis (FEB) not necessarily has a FEB. In this paper we give two examples of such non-preservation phenomenon for finite algebras and show, on the basis of these examples, that, within "clone equivalence", every finite algebra with a FEB (and with at least 2 elements) is involved in an example of this kind, and that the same is true-with a single exception-for compositional equivalence as well. EXAMPLE 1. A finite algebra 2li with two binary operations that ceases to have a FEB after direct multiplication by an algebra with two constant operations (necessarily with different values). The elements are a, b, c, a, /?, 7, 6, and 0. The operations are denoted o and * and defined by the equalities a * 7 = 2>, b * 6 = c, bo a -b, bo ¡3 = c, co a = c, and xoy -x*y = 0 for the remaining 123 "triads" of the form (element, operation, element).
First we prove that the identities of 2li are finitely based. Denote by 0 the term, say, u o u (or any fixed term expressing the zero function). The symbol •, possibly with a subscript, means "either o or *". A bracket-free text of the form Proof. 21' is derived from 21 by adjoining a single binary operation o defined by xoy = y. As for 03, its o-reduct is defined to be the 2l 2 of Example 2 while the remaining operation are all constants 0. Both existence of a FEB for 03 and non-existence of one for 21' x 03 are proved practically in the same manner as for Example 2.
The corollary shows that, up to "clone equivalence", every finite algebra with a FEB is involved (as a factor) in some example of two finite algebras with a FEB whose direct product has no FEB. The rest of the paper is aimed at proving a somewhat stronger version of the Corollary that has to do with ("strict") compositional equivalence rather than term equivalence.
DEFINITION.
A constant algebra is an algebra whose operations are all constant operations with the same value.
We denote by [21] NOTE. If 51 is (compositionally equivalent to) a constant algebra, then for any the direct product 51 x 05 has a FEB iff © has one. This fact is probably known in literature and, in any case, has a simple syntactical proof.
Proof of Theorem. If [51] contains a unary non-constant function, say f(x), then let 51' be 21 with xoy = /(y) adjoined, and let © be the algebra 51. 2 of Example 2 with the original operations (in the type of 51) equal to 0. The proof is similar to the proof for Example 2 ( since To£ = to 77 £ Eq(5l') implies £ = 77, and (io{ 2 o.,.o{" = r£ Eq(®) implies that no operation symbol but 0 can occur in r).
If [51] contains at least two different constants, say 0 and 1, let 51' be 51 with io!/ = 0 and x * y = 1 adjoined, and let 51 be the 5li of Example 1 with the original operations defined as constants 0. The proof is similar to that of Example 1.
There remains only one case to be considered: the only unary function f(x) 6 [21] is a constant, say 0. Since 51 is not a constant algebra, some As before, © has a FEB. To prove that 51' x © has none, we first define, for every finite sequence 7r = (r/x,...,?/;) of pairwise distinct variables, a set of terms A r in this way: for / = 1, A n consists of all terms V>(x, i/i, ¿2, • •t n ) where t{ are arbitrary terms (of the type of 51'); for I > 1, A r consists of all terms tj>(t, rji, .. .,r n ) with any terms Tj and with t in A^i, where 7r' is (7/1,..., 77/-.1). (We assume that x, as well as z 2 ,...,z n below, are not among the ^¿'s, but no limitations are imposed upon tj and Tj). Similarly, let B n for / = 1 consist of a single term ">fi(x, rji,
•.., z n ), and for / > 1 let it consist of all terms i/>(t, rji, ..., T n ) with t in A r > above and ..., T n satisfying (¡>(j]¡, T2,. .., T n ) = (friVh z h • • • > z n ) (for 21). If r 6 Bit and t = r G Eq(2$), then, for some permutation ir' -(rji 1 ,..., rji,) of (771,..., ift) • -,tn) for some terms t2,...,t n . If, in addition, r = / G Eq(2l') then ii = I (otherwise rji, = 0 would imply / = 0 but not r = 0). Thus for a r in -^(j/!,...,^,^) and a t in B( x ) we have r = t G Eq(2l' X but it is not derivable from ./V-variable laws of 21' X <8.
